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VALUES BASED LEADERSHIP SERIES
Successful business practitioners advocate that the best leadership
actions are taken through the lens of values and beliefs. Values-based
leadership strives for self-reflection to achieve self-awareness, employee
motivation by connecting the organizational goals with their values, and
continuous communication and the application of organizational values
to bring meaning to people's work and the organization's mission.
The Values Based Leadership Series is a 30-hour program designed for
individuals who want to strengthen their leadership by aligning their
decisions and actions with values and purpose. The program heightens
leadership strengths and focuses on best-functioning talents.

Who should attend?
This program is ideal for anyone with current or anticipated management
responsibilities, ranging from existing leaders to people expecting to take
on leadership roles.
If you are moving into a leadership role, you will receive tools to help
develop your leadership style and approach.
If you have already assumed leadership responsibilities, you will benefit
from insights on alternative methods that you can adopt to complement
your leadership competencies.

Program benefits
Broaden your leadership range and access
tools you can use right away
Gain a deeper understanding of your
leadership capabilities
Learn how to communicate with confidence
and authenticity
Become more effective at influencing and
motivating others
Obtain insights and best practices for
managing teams
Expand your leadership network
Achieve active learning through simulations
and exercises
Facilitation by business professionals and
thought leaders

Bonus
Flexible program format
Compressed learning program to integrate
with professional schedules
High-quality curriculum priced affordably
Credentialed program by ASPECT BC

Strong leaders, making an impact.

Program Preview

What is Leadership?
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Do you know what leadership is or what qualities effective leaders
possess? Examine several leadership models and use this frame of
reference to craft your leadership perspective.

Authentic leaders know themselves well. Your experiences and life
story ground and inspire your leadership, values and personal
vision. Explore the concept of “leading from within.”

Trust, Motivation &
Recognition
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Leadership within the
Organizational
Context

Leaders are confronted with a relentless changing work environment
but organizations may not be ready to embrace it. Learn strategies
on how to address the resistance to adopting a new way of working.

Leadership matters. This session is the culmination of learnings to
date, designed to build your capacity as a leader. Gather practical
strategies to develop yourself as a leader over time.

Electives
(complete at least 3)

Self-Awareness,
Confidence & Values

Leaders who inspire trust garner better results, morale, and loyalty
from their team. Leaders will learn strategies on how to build trust,
motivate and increase employee recognition in the workplace.

Discover the importance of creating a compelling vision and aligning
people around a common purpose. Learn how leaders support and
embed values throughout an organization.

Leading for Change
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Leadership: Where do
we go from here?

Leadership Lessons for Transformational Times | Supervising Career
Development Practitioners | A Social Justice Approach to Leadership
and Advocacy | HR Life Hacks for Leaders | Leadership &
Communication | Teams & Leadership

Take your newly acquired knowledge to the next level. Examine one
leadership challenge relevant to your work context. Address the
challenge by applying your learning with a Pecha Kucha
presentation to complete the final stage.
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Capstone Project

